SlipStream Software releases first ever real-time root cause analysis
application with built in simulator
September 29, 2006
Atlanta-SlipStream Software the leading provider of Manufacturing based root cause
analysis and analytical software announced an industry first with its release of RT/RCA a
true real-time root cause product and RT/RCA-sim the first ever real-time root cause
application with built in simulator.
RT/RCA breaks new technical ground in being able to provide to users true root cause in
real-time. RT/RCA makes use of OPC connectors to plant floor equipment to read realtime factory floor information and in parallel reads the equivalent associated historical
tags to provide to the user immediate root cause analysis. By implementing RT/RCA
manufacturers will be able to not only tell that a process is out of spec but also
immediately know the cause of that condition.
RT/RCA-sim is another industry first in being able to provide to manufacturers the ability
to continually monitor and tune their production process in real-time. RT/RCA-sim adds
a built in simulator that customers can use to fine tune their system and see the immediate
impact on their process.
Says David Caruso, Founder of Caruso and Associates. "SlipStream Software
real-time root cause software answers for me the last mile question. Every
customer who has a process improvement program in place needs to consider root
cause as one of their fundamental requirements.”
“With the release today of RT/RCA and RT/RCA-sim SlipStream has provided what
analyst and users are telling us is the ultimate process improvement tool. Global
customers are very focused on process improvement and the consensus is that root cause
analysis needs to be the cornerstone of any customer process improvement program for it
to be successful.” Says Gary Hopkins, President, and CEO of SlipStream Software.

About SlipStream Software
Based in Atlanta, Georgia, SlipStream closes the knowledge gap for manufacturers by
providing the analytical tools that help them to be truly competitive. From our real time
Enlighten application suite to the first ever root cause package, PM Event Analyzer these
analytical tools are designed to provide quick ROI to the manufacturing world.
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